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A Great Baroque Master on the Outskirts of Latin Europe. 
Johann Georg Pinsel and the High Altar of the Church at Hodowica 
After 250 years of its development history of art has in 
principle established a personal and territorial hierarchy of val­
ues. Today one can hardly count on any spectacular re­evalu­
ations, and even less so on great discoveries, especially in the 
domain of European art. This situation results in equal mea­
sure from the development of art history itself as from the 
pressure exerted by the antiques, book, and tourist markets 
eagerly searching for new spheres of exploration and expan­
sion. Under such circumstances the case of an artist of top 
class, but known solely to a narrow group of specialists, is 
something rare indeed. And such is the case of the oeuvre of 
Johann Georg Pinsel, a Late Baroque sculptor active in the 
eastern territory of the former Polish Kingdom (now Ukraine) 
in the third quarter of the 18th century. The exceptional quality 
of his art and at the same time the astonishing paucity of bio­
graphical data, along with the dramatic fate of his works 
account for his being a fascinating figure not only because of 
the scale of his talent but also for the mystery that surrounds 
him. We know more about a good many medieval artists than 
about Pinsel. His name appeared in the literature as late as 
19231, but it was not until 1993 that his first and second names 
could be established as well as the approximate date of his 
death and a handful of details concerning his family life2. All 
the same, both the place and date of Pinsel's birth remain 
unknown, and so does the centre in which he received his 
artistic training. Despite this very scarce biographical informa­
tion, the literature on Pinsel that has been increasing since the 
1930s is fairly abundant, and his oeuvre more or less accu­
rately identified and correctly characterized3. 
The fragment of Pinsel's biography and artistic activity 
that is known to us presents itself as follows. It is almost cer­
tain that the artist was ethnically German, though he could 
equally have come from the south of Germany (Swabia, 
Bavaria) as from Austria, Bohemia, Moravia, or Silesia. The 
date of his birth can be hypothetical^ established as about 
17204. His surname (transcribed in sources in different ways: 
Pinzel, Pinzenl, Pilse, Pilze, Pilznow, or Penzel) in the philo­
logically correct version denotes "brush", this probably being 
a reflection of the painter's profession of his father or grandfa­
ther. In all likelihood he came to Poland around 1750 and set­
tled at Buczacz (some 150 km to the south­east of Lvov, now 
Ukraine), where he set up a family5 and became court artist to 
Mikotaj Potocki, a rich and eccentric aristocrat and eminent art 
patron. The association with Potocki's household did not pre­
vent Pinsel from accepting commissions from other clients. 
Most of his works were intended for the structures designed 
by the prominent architect Bernard Meretyn. The sculptor, 
together with his assistants, undoubtedly belonged to a stand­
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ing team of builders and decorators directed by Meretyn, the 
lump sum system used by that architect for settling accounts 
with the investors being one of the reasons for the paucity of 
data concerning Pinsel. This close collaboration came to an 
end only with Meretyn's death in 1759. 
The sources contain information on Pinsel's work in no 
more than three places: the Trinitarian church (1756-1757, 
possibly one figure preserved) and the Greek-Catholic 
Cathedral of St George in Lvov (1759-1761, figures on the 
facade), and the church at Monasterzyska (1761, two extant 
figures). Furthermore, well-grounded attributions link with him 
the sculpted decoration of the Buczacz townhall (early 1750s, 
badly damaged), complete interior decoration of the churches 
at Horodenka (c. 1752-1755, a few surviving, considerably 
damaged figures) and Hodowica (1757-1758, preserved 
almost complete, in the Lvov Art Gallery), and a few separate 
sculptures. Undoubtedly, Pinsel managed a workshop 
employing several assistants. From every indication Maciej 
Polejowski, the most remarkable exponent of the younger 
generation of artists of the Lvov school, was his pupil, while 
Antoni Sztyl (Still) was his collaborator, at least in the last 
stage the master's life. 
Johann Georg Pinsel died towards the end of 1761 or early 
in 1762. The date of his death is delimited by the last recorded 
payments for his works at Monasterzyska in September 17616 
and the next marriage of his widow, Marianna, in October 
17627. 
In view of no more than about ten years of Pinsel's activi­
ty in Poland it seems that the above­given list of his creations 
is complete or almost complete and that there is practically no 
more chance of its being essentially added to. Of course there 
remains a separate problem of Pinsel's work in the period pre­
ceding his settlement at Buczacz. Up to now we are com­
pletely in the dark about it; one of the obstacles to its possible 
identification in the future is the fact that in all likelihood Pinsel 
never attained the status of guild master8, which means that in 
the centres of the stabilized structure of municipal laws he 
could not undertake any independent task (while in the remote 
provinces of Poland the guild rights were treated liberally, and 
the constant shortage of qualified artists gave scope for com­
missions to those lacking formal qualifications). 
The statement that in theory we know the relatively com­
plete oeuvre of Pinsel from the period of his activity in Poland, 
is not, unfortunately, tantamount to the possibility of carrying 
out full­scale studies on it. Here we owe a more lengthy expla­
nation of this state of affairs to the Western reader, who is not 
acquainted with the dramatic fate of the territories on which 
the artist worked. Pinsel's artistic legacy suffered some losses 
as early as the close of the 18th century (secularization of the 
Trinitarian church in Lvov, resulting in the destruction or dis­
persal of its furnishings) and in the 19th century (a fire in the 
Buczacz townhall, which considerably damaged its sculpted 
decoration). A number of losses were also brought about by 
the First World War. However, when the 1920s and 1930s saw 
the commencement of intensive studies on 18th century sculp­
ture, there still existed the three largest sets of Pinsel's sculp­
tures, which combined into the splendid decoration of church 
interiors at Horodenka, Hodowica, and Monasterzyska. Today 
the good quality photographs taken then are for us the invalu­
able documentation of objects now lost, as none of the above­
mentioned sets of sculptures has survived in its original spa­
tial arrangement (the only extant intact work is the facade of 
the Cathedral of St George in Lvov, designed by Meretyn, with 
three monumental sculptures by Pinsel). It is especially dis­
tressing that the losses were not due to "objective" factors 
such as, for instance, hostilities or a fire, but were caused by 
deliberate human doing motivated by an insane ideology. 
When in 1939 the eastern territories of Poland were occupied 
by the USSR, this being ultimately sealed by the Yalta agree­
ment, the Soviet authorities set about systematic disposing of 
any evidence of the previous political and cultural situation. An 
exceptionally intensive devastating fury affected the monu­
ments of art of the Roman Catholic Church, this resulting from 
an enmity at many levels, as it were, towards religion as such, 
towards a religion particularly alien to Russia, and towards the 
Polish element on those territories, identified with Catholicism. 
It is only now that the actual extent of cultural losses caused 
between 1939 and 1989 can be gradually appraised, thanks to 
a systematic campaign of inventorying historical monuments9. 
As for sculptural complexes by Pinsel, almost totally destroyed 
are those which decorated the churches at Horodenka and 
Monasterzyska. On the other hand, practically all figures once 
forming part of the magnificent composition of the high altar in 
the parish church at Hodowica have been saved thanks to the 
efforts of the staff of the Lvov Art Gallery. Unfortunately, the 
church itself, an elegant structure designed by Meretyn, today 
presents a pitiful ruin beyond repair. 
* * * 
Nonetheless, the extant sculptured elements and the pre­
war documentation permit a fairly accurate reconstruction of 
the original condition of the Hodowica altar [Fig. 1] and an 
attempt at its analysis. The parish church in a village some 10 
km to the south of Lvov, was built—on the site of an older 
one—between c. 1751 and 1758, thanks to the foundation of 
the Rev. Szczepan Mikulski, Archdeacon of Lvov. Bernard 
Meretyn's authorship, proposed as a well­grounded hypothe­
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sis by Tadeusz Mahkowski10 , was borne out by the architect's 
signature discovered in 1965 on the back of a relief sculpture 
f rom the dismant led pulpi t1 1 . It was also Mahkowski who 
advanced the thesis of Pinsel as the author of the sculpted 
decoration of the church1 2 ; this, despite a polemic carried out 
for many years by Zbigniew Hornung (who attr ibuted the 
sculptures to the Lvov artist Antoni Osihski)13, is no longer 
open to question. Mahkowski, considering the history of the 
church, held that the Hodowica sculptures could not have 
been executed later than 175814, whereas Hornung dated 
them around 176215. In this case, too, recent studies have 
confirmed Mahkowski 's thesis (by 1762 Pinsel was dead, and 
in 1759-1761 he was engaged in Lvov and at Monasterzyska). 
Moreover, the discovery of an archival reference to the pay­
ment to the artist made by the Lvov Trinitaries in April 175716 
practically l imits the acceptable dates of the creation of the 
Hodowica altar to two years—1757 and 1758. This fact as well 
as a remarkable scale of the commission permit the assump­
tion that it was carried out with participation of Pinsel's pupils 
and assistants. One of them was Maciej Polejowski, which can 
be gathered from his own letter of 178617, and another—the 
master's anonymous collaborator, very close to him in respect 
of style1 8 . The Hodowica altar was in fact a typical Late 
Baroque Gesamtkunstwerk, executed after Meretyn's design, 
by a team of artists specializing in wall painting and sculpture. 
Despite its modest size the church at Hodowica was one 
of the most valuable examples of art of the third quarter of the 
18 th century in the whole of Poland, on a par with the most out­
standing monuments of this kind in Bavaria, Austria, or 
Bohemia. Its architectural solution derives f rom the type of 
church with a unif ied space, based on Italian models 
(Francesco Borromini, Guarino Guarini, the classical­eclectic 
circle of Carlo Fontana, and the Accademia di San Luca), in 
the territories of the Habsburg monarchy applied to modest 
village churches (Landkirchen), hospital churches, and ceme­
tery chapels. Forms very close to those used at Hodowica 
appear in Austr ian and Bohemian architects, such as, for 
instance, Johann Georg Aichbauer, Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer, 
or Franz Anton Pilgram. The work of the last of them—the hos­
pital church of the Crusaders with the Red Star in Bratislava 
(1743­1745)—constitutes the closest known analogy to the 
ground plan of the Hodowica edif ice1 9 . The church at 
Hodowica is a cross­shaped structure with a short nave and 
a straight­ended chancel, and with a shallow transept situated 
half­way down the bui ld ing. A square porch adjoins the 
facade, and a vestry is placed axially, behind the altar wall, 
thereby the plan of the structure being almost symmetrical to 
its transverse axis. Particular units of the interior are separat­
ed in a coulisse­like manner by prominent piers faced with 
Corinthian pilasters. Corresponding with these distinct spatial 
divisions are the vaults designed independently for each unit 
of the structure and separated f rom one another by strongly 
articulated archivolts. The rather simple construct ion of the 
church was carried out meticulously by Meretyn's building 
team, and was decorated with high­qual i ty stonework 
designed individually by the architect, above all with open­
work vase­lanterns in the type of Rococo capricci20. The entire 
interior was covered with frescoes by Aleksander Rolihski21. 
This painter was undoubtedly the weakest link in the whole 
team working at Hodowica. In fact, his role was l imited to that 
of a mere executor. The architect and the author of the icono­
graphic programme of the interior (the latter undoubted ly 
identical with the founder, Rev. Szczepan Mikulski) provided 
him with definite models to imitate, among which pattern 
designs by Andrea Pozzo and Giuseppe Galli Bibiena have 
been identified. 
The authors of the Hodowica church focused their atten­
tion primarily on its two elements—the facade and the high 
altar, on which also the sculptures of immediate interest here 
were amassed. The facade is an elegant and elaborate version 
of the single­stor ied elevation with pilaster divis ions, sur­
mounted by a prominent gable. The linear treatment of wall 
surfaces and the fretted contour of the top were meant above 
all to produce the effect of a bright silhouette clear cut against 
the green of the hilly landscape. The sculptured decoration of 
the facade consists mainly of pilaster capitals, motifs adorning 
the volutes and pedestals of the gable, and the aforesaid vase­
lanterns. All these elements reveal a predominance of the 
rocaille ornament, in Poland in use f rom about 1750. The dec­
orative motifs are dist inguished by their original i ty and 
a wealth of concepts along with a very high quality of work­
manship. Therefore, there can be no doubt about their 
designs being—at least in general outl ine—Meretyn's work, 
precisely fitted in with the overall architecture of the church, 
and about their execut ion under the direct supervis ion of 
Johann Georg Pinsel. 
The high altar [Figs. 1, 2] presents much more complex 
artistic and iconographic problems. Its solution is most unusu­
al. Meretyn gave up a traditional architectural retable in favour 
of a fresco covering the wall closing the chancel, which served 
as a background for sculptures in the round. This was a com­
plete, conscious concept2 2 , the form of the altar having been 
resolved as early as the stage of designing the architecture of 
the church. It was the decis ion to choose Giuseppe Galli 
Bibiena's design [Fig. 3]2 3 as a model for the painted retable 
that determined the specific shaping of the wall. In the centre 
of it, a spacious arched niche was built in a special super­
structure over the vestry. The aperture in the vault of the niche 
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1) Hodowica, parish church. High altar, state c. 1935. After Maiikowski. 
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2) Hodowica, parish church. High altar, state 1990. Photo: 
J. K. Ostrowski. 
3) G. Galli Bibiena, design of a church decoration, 1740. 
Photo: S. Michta. 
communicates with a camera di luce, pierced with as many as 
four windows, in the upper part of the superstructure. In this 
way, the sculpture of the Crucified Christ, set up in the niche, 
was i l luminated f rom the source of light concealed f rom the 
viewer, the light being distributed along the rays of the glory 
surrounding the cross. The sumptuous architectural framing 
of the niche was harmonized with real elements of the articu­
lation of the church interior. This painted architecture formed 
a setting for three pairs of sculptures combining into a monu­
mental pyramid with the f igure of Christ at the apex, at the 
same t ime gradually protruding into the space of the chancel. 
Set direct ly below the cross were the f igures of ador ing 
angels, kneeling on tall pedestals f lanking the niche. The inter­
mediate zone was formed by the statues of the Mother of 
Sorrows and St John the Evangelist, standing on splendid 
Rococo brackets attached to the altar wall. The third, lowest 
pair, most thrust forward into the church space, was formed by 
the groups of The Sacrifice of Isaac and Samson and the Lion. 
The centre was occupied by a free­standing mensa (its loca­
tion, apart f rom the reasons of composit ion, resulted f rom the 
necessity of giving access to the vestry behind the altar), car­
rying an elaborate tabernacle with the throne for the Eucharist 
surmounted by a relief sculpture of the Apocalyptic Lamb in 
a glory. 
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Painted retables occur very often in the art of the High and 
Late Baroque. However, after a strenuous search the mono­
grapher of Meretyn succeeded in f inding only a single exam­
ple of the combinat ion of a painted altar structure with sculp­
tures in the round (the Jesuit church at Opafany, Bohemia, 
Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer, 1732­1735)24, which, as a matter of 
fact, cannot be treated as a prototype or even as a close anal­
ogy to the Hodowica solution. Even if we managed to point to 
other similar examples, the rarity and originality of Meretyn's 
concept is self­evident. One might of course ask whether this 
solution was a full success in its artistic aspect. Regrettably, 
the present condit ion of the building does not permit a full 
reception of its artistic message. One can only imagine that 
the plasticity and dynamic character of Pinsel's sculptures, set 
against Rolihski's fresco of a rather indifferent quality, must 
have deepened the impression of the f latness of the painted 
architecture. It can hardly be assumed that Meretyn did not 
foresee such an effect. He evidently moved about with facility 
within the forms created by the idiom of the Late Baroque. He 
was familiar with Bernini's methods of enhancing the effects of 
i l lusion and expression (concealed source of l ight), but, in 
Piotr Krasny's opinion, by setting most of his f igures in front of 
the niche, he rel inquished the teatro net teatro principle25 . 
With regard to this last question a different hypothesis might 
be advanced, though in view of the present state of the church 
it would unfortunately be hard to verify. It cannot be excluded 
that the actual architectural frame for the Hodowica sculpted 
theatre was provided by the chancel arch resting on pillars in 
a coulisse­like arrangement and that the entire chancel space 
was its stage. The f latness of the fresco background could 
then have been not only accepted by Meretyn but even intend­
ed as a reference to real painted stage decorations. 
The iconographic programme of the altar emphasizes the 
relat ionship between the Passion and the Eucharist. The 
Crucifixion scene, with the f igure of Christ surrounded by the 
rays of a glory and with adoring angels, has been l ikened to 
the Host in a Baroque monstrance. Such a monstrance, in fact, 
appears exactly in the same place in Bibiena's engraving, 
which was used as a model for the Hodowica altar, and which 
is in fact a design of a sett ing for Forty Hours' Devotion. 
References to the Passion can be found in the scenes of The 
Sacrifice of Isaac (voluntary sacrifice) and Samson and the 
Lion (triumph of good over evil), forming part of the altar com­
posit ion. As mentioned above, the idea of the programme, 
rather simple but excel lent ly adapted to pastoral needs, 
should be associated with the founder of the church, the Rev. 
Szczepan Mikulski, a doctor of theology. The lucid presenta­
tion of the basic tenets of the faith was characteristic of the 
Catholic version of the Enlightenment26 . Though we do not 
know much about the Rev. Mikulski's views, the problems of 
the revival of religious life based on rational foundations was 
not alien to the clergy in the apparently provincial territories of 
eastern Poland. An excellent example of an enlightened pas­
tor and administrator was Wactaw Hieronim Sierakowski, who 
at the t ime of the building of the church at Hodowica was in 
charge of the neighbouring diocese in Przemysl, and in 1760 
was appointed archbishop of Lvov27. 
The Hodowica altar, created by a group of artists of vari­
ous specialties, in its overall design is undoubtedly the work 
of Bernard Meretyn. In accordance with the general practice of 
the Baroque period, an architect also exerted an important 
influence on the form of the figural sculptures incorporated 
into the composit ion. One can imagine that the design of the 
altar, unfortunately not preserved, included the disposit ion of 
miniature silhouettes of f igures, drawn with painstaking preci­
s ion2 8 . Furthermore, Meretyn unquest ionably took part in 
determining the details of the sculptured forms, for instance, 
by the choice of graphic models, and accepted their final exe­
cution. The last­mentioned practice is remarkably attested by 
his signature and seal on the back of a bas­relief f rom the 
drum of the pulpit29. Attempts at establishing more precisely 
Meretyn's contribution to the creation of the sculptures deco­
rating his structures do not f ind any support in source materi­
al. Besides, they would be of little use in view of the architect's 
close professional and personal relations with Johann Georg 
Pinsel30. Meretyn evidently considered the style of Pinsel's 
sculptures as complementary to his own architecture, and in 
the course of many years of the artists' collaboration its last­
ing, harmonious forms must have developed. 
Apart f rom the above­presented role of the architect, the 
Hodowica f igures bear an except ional ly strong stamp of 
Pinsel's individual style, ranking among the most valuable and 
most characteristic works in his oeuvre (it must be empha­
sized again that this is the only set of the artist's works in 
wood to survive as a whole). Therefore, a closer analysis of 
the technological and formal­stylistic aspects of the sculptures 
and of the problem of their impact on the art of the Lvov circle 
is an important element in attempts at the reconstruction of the 
personality of this eminent artist. 
The f igures of the altar at Hodowica were carved of lime­
wood. The exposed parts of the body were covered with natu­
ralistic polychromy and the remaining elements, above ail the 
voluminous draperies, gilded. Thus Pinsel applied the tech­
nology going back to the Middle Ages and kept alive uninter­
ruptedly in the tradition of the workshops of Central European 
woodcarvers. Pinsel's technical and artistic mastery in work­
ing wood is best revealed in the sculptures which have lost 
their polychromies and gilding, masking traces of technologi­
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cal measures (damaged f igures f rom the churches at Horo-
denka and Monasterzyska). In at least two cases the artist 
made use of a specific technical device consist ing in the addi­
t ion of draperies to the already f inished f igures of Samson and 
Isaac in order to cover their nakedness (in all l ikelihood for the 
sake of decorum in a church), which were made of thick fab­
ric stiffened with plaster­and­glue ground and finally gilded31 . 
All the f igures are distinguished by the dynamism of com­
position and an extraordinary expression, aimed at revealing 
deep religious experience, combined with naturalistic detail. In 
shaping a three­dimensional f igure an essential role is played 
by extremely sumptuous, swirl ing, as if metallic, draperies. 
Pinsel shares this last feature with the entire 18 th century Lvov 
school of sculpture. Nevertheless, unlike its other exponents 
(including his own collaborators and pupils), he never adopt­
ed the characteristic manner of geometrical stylization of folds 
with sharp, crisp edges. 
Not only Pinsel's technology but also the main means 
employed by him to construct a form are rooted in Central 
European tradition, though the artist was not unfamiliar with 
post­mediaeval Italian models. The most individual feature of 
his art was the superb rendering of details of anatomy in sin­
gular, as though ascetic, stylization (hands and feet with long, 
distorted f ingers and toes; oval faces with characteristic verti­
cal furrows between the eyebrows; drilled locks of hair), while 
the structure of the f igures, especial ly the musculature of 
nudes, was less convincing. Also a closer analysis of the 
physiognomies of Pinsel's statues leads to the conclusion that 
he did not have any deeper ability of rendering various psy­
chological states, for the most part playing on a somewhat 
monotonous chord of pathos. These stronger and weaker 
aspects of Pinsel's art were evidently due to the character of 
his education. He must have taken a traditional course of guild 
training, sufficient for a talented adept to attain technical mas­
tery, but giving him no chance to become acquainted with the 
canon of Renaissance and Baroque art, such as the classical 
principles of constructing a human f igure (based on a study of 
the Antique and anatomy), with the methods of presenting the 
affetti, and with the construction of linear perspective32. Skills 
of this kind could be acquired mainly through academic stud­
ies, which surely neither Pinsel nor most of contemporary 
Central European woodcarvers ever completed. The above­
indicated gaps in Pinsel's education were made up for by his 
extraordinary talent and artistic conscientiousness, manifest­
ed in individual treatment of each, seemingly repeatable task. 
Two of Pinsel's Hodowica sculptures have already been 
discussed in extensive monographs 3 3 , and the remaining 
ones also deserve closer analysis. The f igure of the Crucified 
Christ [Fig. 4], an iconographic and composit ional keystone of 
the altar, is one of a few versions of the subject in the artist's 
oeuvre. At the same t ime it should be emphasized that Pinsel 
handled each task individually, without copying earlier solu­
tions. In the group of at least four Crucifixes by Pinsel the 
Hodowica sculpture stands at the "classicizing" extreme, near 
an example earlier by some years but unfortunately not pre­
served, which was once set up in the side altar of the church 
at Horodenka. In order to realize what the ideas of classicism 
and expression mean with regard to Pinsel's art, it is worth 
comparing the Hodowica Crucified Christ with an analogous 
work by Ignaz Gunther in the church at Altmannstein (1764) 
[Fig. 6]3 4 . Non­classical in itself, exhibit ing Rococo fragility 
and grace, on comparison with Pinsel's work the sculpture of 
the Bavarian artist acquires classical features. However, for 
Pinsel the degree of anti­classical expression achieved in the 
discussed sculpture was only the first step in this direction. 
The full range of his abilities in this respect is i l lustrated by the 
Crucified Christ f rom the Church of St Martin in Lvov (now in 
the National Museum, Lvov) and a portable Crucifix [Fig. 5] 
f rom the church at Hodowica, which after the Second World 
War, together with the deported parishioners, found its way to 
Wroclaw. In the f irst of the sculptures the artist wel l ­nigh 
reached the limit of his ability to drastically present the Agony 
on the Cross, verging on ugliness appall ing in its naturalistic 
expressionism. The only adequate context for it seems to be 
found among 14 th century mystical Crucif ixes. The small 
sculpture f rom Hodowica is even more extraordinary. Here 
Pinsel partly relinquished drastic accents, instead construct­
ing the entire f igure of flame­like sinuous forms, betraying an 
obvious kinship with the rocaille ornament35 . His expression­
ism practical ly borders on abstract ion, similarly as it hap­
pened a hundred and f ifty years earlier in the works of 
El Greco and Milanese Mannerists. A further development in 
this direction was no longer possible without abandoning the 
illustrative role of art, which was not attempted before Vassili 
Kandinsky. 
The very characteristic though no doubt mannered mode 
of constructing the naked body of the Crucified Christ, pro­
posed by Pinsel, was widely accepted as a model by the Lvov 
school of sculpture, the Crucifix in the Hodowica altar playing 
here an except ional ly important role. One can enumerate 
some ten sculptures of the 1760s and 1770s, revealing com­
positional arrangements and, above all, the shaping of mus­
culature that go back to Pinsel. 
The f igures of the angels adoring the Cross [Figs. 7, 8] 
originate — through a chain of repetitions in engravings and 
drawings — in the models of Gianlorenzo Bernini, popularized 
all over Central Europe36. Their scheme of composit ion was 
undoubtedly determined by Meretyn and Pinsel, but their exe­
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4) J. G. Pinsel, «Christ on the Cross», c. 1758, from the high altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. Photo: J. K. Ostrowski. 
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5) J. G. Pinsel, «Christ on the Cross», c. 1758, from the 
church at Hodowica. Wroctaw, Holy Spirit Church. 
Photo: S. Michta. 
6) I. Gunther, «Christ on the Cross», 1764, Altmannstein, 
parish church. Photo: W.-C. von der Mulbe. 
cution was evidently entrusted to an anonymous member of 
the workshop, known from several works, mainly in 
Buczacz37. He did his utmost to imitate his master's style 
(whereby the somewhat inferior quality of the figures does not 
disrupt the stylistic unity of the altar); nevertheless, he was 
unable to achieve the technical and expressive quality akin to 
Pinsel's. It is worth adding here that this artist, working in the 
immediate entourage of Pinsel, followed the manner of shap­
ing metallic­crisp draperies, unlike Pinsel but typical of the 
remaining exponents of the Lvov school. Despite the above­
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7) J. G. Pinsel's workshop, «Angel», c. 1758, from the high 
altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. 
Photo: J. K. Ostrowski. 
8) J. G. Pinsel's workshop, «Angel», c. 1758, from the high 
altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. 
Photo: J. K. Ostrowski. 
mentioned relatively lower quality of the Hodowica angels, 
they have been repeated fai thful ly in the high altar of the 
church at Nawaria, in the ne ighbourhood of Hodowica 3 8 . 
These free copies were probably executed by Maciej Polejow-
ski, who in fact, as a pupil of Pinsel had participated in the 
decoration of the Hodowica church. 
The Mother of Sorrows [Fig. 9], a left-side element of the 
second pair of f igures, is one of Pinsel's most remarkable 
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9) J. G. Pinsel, «Mother of Sorrows», c. 1758, from the high altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. Photo: J. K. Ostrowski. 
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11) G. B. Gaulli called Baciccio, «Pieta», 1667. Rome, coll. 
Incisa della Rocchetta. After Enggass. 
10) M. Guggenbichler, «Mother of Sorrows», 1704, 
St. Wolfgang, parish church. Photo J. K. Ostrowski. 
achievements. Rendered in a dancing contrapposto, enwrapped 
in extremely voluminous draperies, the figure — similarly as the 
aforesaid small Crucifix — verges on an ornamental-abstract 
composition. The Madonna is wiping the relief tears, running 
down the cheeks of her pain-stricken face, with a kerchief held 
in the left hand. 
The sculpture of The Mother of Sorrows is strikingly beau­
tiful. One admires the liveliness of her pose, precision in ren­
dering anatomical details, and sumptuousness of the drape­
ries. It is only on closer analysis that some doubts may arise 
because of the conceptual discrepancy between the impres­
sion of that grandeur and beauty and the role played by the 
Mother of God in the drama of the Passion. In this respect 
Pinsel failed to achieve a complete unity of expression, though 
the characteristic motif of wiping tears with a kerchief may be 
accepted as his attempt to render human feelings in a natural 
way (imprese), this method deriv ing f rom the circle of 
Bernini39. 
The very characteristic composit ion of the f igure of The 
Mother of Sorrows, whose several variants occur in dozens of 
examples throughout Central Europe, induces us to search for 
its composit ional prototype. In his recent study Piotr Krasny 
has only partially solved the problem. He pointed to the sig­
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12) J. G. Pinsel, «Mother of Sorrows» (detail), c. 1758, from 
the high altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. 
13) I. Gunther, «Pieta» (detail), 1774, Nenningen, cemetery 
chapell. Photo: W.-C. von der Mulbe (reversed print). 
nificance of the sculpture of The Virgin Mary, once an element 
of the Christ Parting from His Mother group which belonged to 
a Calvary (not preserved) in Bratislava. The f igure itself, which 
in spite of damage (the left hand missing) has survived in the 
Museum of the City of Bratislava, is dated as 1694 and con­
vincingly attributed to Giovanni Giuliani40. The original appear­
ance of the group has come down to us thanks to an engrav­
ing by Johann Melchior Guttwein, published in a devotional 
book of 1723 on the Bratislava Calvary, whereby Giuliani's 
composit ion could be widely circulated. Of course, the sculp­
ture of Giuliani, one of the prominent representatives of the 
Viennese circle in the early 18 th century, master of Georg 
Raphael Donner, may have exerted an influence even without 
any graphic intermediary. Piotr Krasny indicated a consider­
able number of examples, probably derived f rom the 
Bratislava statue, which have been preserved in Austria, 
Slovakia, Hungary, and even Poland41. Therefore, the impor­
tance of Giuliani's composit ion cannot be denied, though it 
does not seem to have been the direct prototype of Pinsel's 
sculpture. The Virgin Mary of Bratislava is rendered in a soft, 
gentle, classicizing and lyrical convention which has nothing 
in common with the dynamism derived f rom the Berninesque 
tradition, so excellently represented by Pinsel. Naturally Pinsel 
could refer to the Giuliani sculpture exclusively at the stage of 
an iconographic solution. It would not in fact be surprising if 
during his journeyman travels he stopped at Bratislava, which 
lay on one of some possible routes f rom Vienna to Poland. 
However, he had at his disposal quite numerous similar 
models in European art, which were stylistically much closer 
to him. Especially two of them are worth noting, though they 
do not fully solve the question of the origins of the Pinsel fig­
ure either. The first is the painting of Pieta by Giovanni Battista 
Gaulli, called Baciccio, of 1667 (Rome, Incisa della Rocchetta 
collection) [Figs. 11, 12]42. In it the upper part of the f igure of 
the Virgin Mary is in almost all details identical with Pinsel's 
sculpture, also the kind of expression and the mode of con­
structing ample draperies being very close to his art. The pos­
sibility of a wider influence of Baciccio's composit ion would of 
course be condit ioned by the appearance of its repetitions in 
engravings or drawings, none of which are known to the pre­
sent author. All the same, the existence of this kind of materi­
al would not at all be surpr is ing, especial ly in view of 
Baciccio's role of the chief "translator" of Bernini's concepts 
into pictorial forms. The second example is afforded by the 
magnif icent statue of The Mother of Sorrows by Johann 
Meinrad Guggenbichler [Fig. 10], in a side altar of the church 
at Sankt Wolfgang near Salzburg, executed in 170643. The 
space of half a century between the oeuvre of Guggenbichler 
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14) J. G. Pinsel, «St John the Evangelist", c. 1758, from the high altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. Photo: J. K. Ostrowski. 
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15) J. G. Pinsel, «The Sacrifice of lsaac», c. 1758, from the high altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. Photo: J. K. Ostrowski. 
and that of Pinsel is naturally responsible for their stylistic dif­
ferences; nevertheless, in addition to evident affinities in com­
position, both f igures belong to the same current of Central 
European woodcarving, reaching back to Gothic tradition. It 
may also be added that both Sankt Wolfgang and the neigh­
bouring Mondsee where Guggenbichler ran a workshop, are 
situated on the regular route of j ourneyman travels f rom 
Swabia, Bavaria, and Tyrol to Vienna. 
Therefore, a direct prototype for Johann Georg Pinsel's 
Mother of Sorrows is still wait ing for identif ication. Should 
these investigations be crowned with success, the solution of 
some further puzzles would perhaps be possible, such as, for 
instance, the quest ion of the origins of the striking resem­
blance between the face of The Mother of Sorrows f rom 
Hodowica and that of the Madonna from the Pieta group in the 
cemetery chapel at Nenningen, executed by Ignaz Gunther in 
1774 [Fig. 13]44. As a matter of fact, one would not be sur­
prised to f ind that the model so persistently searched for never 
existed in a definite, individual form. After all, the abilities of an 
artist such as Pinsel enabled him in full to create an indepen­
dent composit ion of this kind. At any rate the composit ion of 
the Hodowica Mother of Sorrows was an extraordinary suc­
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16) J. G. Pinsel, «Samson and the Lion», c. 1758, from the high altar at Hodowica. Lvov, Gallery of Art. Photo: J. K. Ostrowski. 
cess in the Lvov circle. A dozen or so examples of its faithful 
imitations may be adduced here. Interestingly enough in some 
cases the motif of wiping away tears was abandoned, this per­
mitting the application of the model to a different iconograph­
ic context45. 
The statue of St John the Evangelist [Fig. 14], corre­
sponding to that of The Mother of Sorrows, is generally some­
what inferior. In particular, the exaggerated dynamism of the 
contrapposto is not convincing, nor is the excessively ample, 
as it were, fold of the cloak hanging f rom the saint's right 
hand. Otherwise, the sculpture exhibits all characteristics of 
Pinsel's technical excellence, especially conspicuous in the 
handling of the face and hair. The composit ion of this sculp­
ture was fai thful ly reproduced in the altars at Busk and 
Brzozdowce46 , and it is no wonder, since those churches are 
integral replicas of Meretyn's structure at Hodowica4 7 . 
The Sacrifice of Isaac [Fig. 15] and Samson and the Lion 
[Fig. 16] groups are two of Pinsel's most impressive works. 
They were intended to be viewed f rom different angles. There 
have been attempts to see in the composit ion of the first of 
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17) S. Maderno, «Hercules and the Lion», 1621, Venice, 
Ca' d'Oro. After A. E. Brinckmann, Barock Bozzetti, vol. 2, 
Frankfurt a. Main, 1924, il. 12. 
them an inspiration by the Laokoon group4 8 . The extremely 
dynamic f igure of Abraham is rendered as an almost 
Mannerist figura serpentinata, and the idea of the strong lean­
ing forward of the entire f igure is perhaps derived f rom 
Bernini4 9 . The prophet 's ascetic phys iognomy, with subt ly 
worked details of the eyes and hair, resembles the much dam­
aged monumental sculptures of the high altar in the church at 
Horodenka. The small f igure of Isaac (after its complet ion 
wrapped in a textile garment) is markedly inferior, probably 
executed by one of Pinsel's assistants. 
The Samson and the Lion group, owing to its exceptional 
expressive and decorative merits, is the best known work by 
Pinsel, though it was not included in the exhibitions of his oeu­
vre in Prague, Warsaw, or Wroclaw. As demonstrated by 
detailed studies, Pinsel made use here of a scheme of compo­
sit ion known f rom antiquity, but f inally codif ied by Stefano 
Maderno in his sculpture Hercules and the Nemean Lion, of 
1621 [Fig. 17]. Maderno's original is a modest terracotta mod­
ello (Venice, Ca' d'Oro), but in the 18 th century its form was 
widely known in various Central European centres50. Evidently 
Pinsel highly valued Maderno's composit ion (though of course 
we do not know if he was aware of its authorship — it would 
not be surprising if he took it for an antique work) and at the 
very beginning of his activity in Poland executed f rom this 
model one of the sculptures decorat ing the parapet of the 
townhall at Buczacz. In the Hodowica version he handled the 
model freely, reversing directions of its composit ion (similarly 
as did Frantisek Platzer in a drawing at the Narodni Galerie in 
Prague) and giving the sculpture all features of his individual 
style. The half­naked f igure of Samson is composed of almost 
abstract knots of musculature, typical of Pinsel (as mentioned 
above, the f igure, originally practically naked, was covered 
with a drapery made of plaster­stiffened fabric). The hero's 
physiognomy is puzzling on account of its non­classical char­
acter, suggesting its being a portrait. However, the lion has 
been treated in the most unusual manner. Maderno's small and 
not very dangerous animal was turned by Pinsel into a real 
beast with an enormous mouth and the body composed of 
well­nigh abstract forms, resembling flame­like rocaille motifs. 
The altar in the Hodowica church must have made an 
exceptional impression on the beholder. The real and painted 
architecture, mobi le forms of the sculptures gli t ter ing with 
gi ld ing, and the l ight coming f rom visible and concealed 
sources combined to produce the magnificent effect of the 
Late Baroque theatrum sacrum. It is worth emphasizing the 
creation of such a complex and high­quality work of art in a vil­
lage church in which, despite its being situated not far f rom 
Lvov, the sculptures could not count on sophisticated viewers. 
The founder of the church, Rev. Szczepan Mikulski, engaging 
eminent artists and together with them responsible for the 
concept of the church, evidently did it to the glory of God and 
also to satisfy his own refined aesthetic needs. It is perhaps 
not accidentally that he decided to choose Hodowica as his 
permanent residence in the last years of his life. 
The architecture and decoration of the Hodowica church 
were very highly valued by the contemporaries, as is attested 
by the creation of its replicas at Kotomyja (1761­1772), Busk 
(after 1766­before 1779), Lopatyn (c. 1772), and Brzozdowce 
(c. 1769) (the first three were founded by the Rev. Mikulski). In 
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at least two of them (Busk, Brzozdowce) it was also attempted 
to repeat the arrangement of the Hodowica high altar. 
Undoubtedly copies of the design of Meretyn and Pinsel were 
used by builders on the sites, but none of the imitations 
realised after the death of both masters attained the quality of 
the original51. 
Likewise, Johann Georg Pinsel had an immense impact 
on the development of sculpture in the Lvov circle between 
about 1760 and 1780. Most of his figures served as models 
imitated several or even some dozen times52. His drawings, 
bozzetti and modelli, must have counted among the most val­
ued technical aids. It is interesting to note that there were fre­
quent attempts to reduce his sculptures to relief forms. For all 
the extraordinary popularity of the master's prototypes, only 
the most talented of his imitators were able to refer relatively 
integrally to his work, but they remained far behind the 
expressive power of his creations. 
Johann Georg Pinsel's oeuvre requires further study. First 
of all the place of his artistic training remains to be estab­
lished. The present state of research proves that he was an 
excellent representative of Central European technical tradi­
tion, which he harmoniously combined with Italian inspira­
tions. Attempts to associate him with the Prague milieu53, not 
at all groundless, on account of the character of his expres­
sionism, akin to that appearing in Matias Bernard Braun and 
Ignac Rohrbach (active in Chrudim), need to be developed 
and ascertained by source material. It is also worth asking 
a "demode" question about the stylistic determination of 
Pinsel's art. For Central European sculpture (especially 
Bavarian, but also Lvov) the term "Rococo" has been adopted, 
which is justified by the specific character of development of 
art in these territories. However, for the sake of terminological 
precision, Pinsel would have to be ranked as a Late Baroque 
rather than Rococo master, owing to the dynamism, expres­
sion, and religious pathos of his art. A truly Rococo delicacy 
and grace distinguish the works of the younger generation of 
Lvov sculptors, with Maciej Polejowski at the head of them, 
who were active from the 1760s to 1780s. 
The here­presented fragment of Johann Georg Pinsel's 
oeuvre and Bernard Meretyn's work constituting its archi­
tectural setting, are but a fraction of 18th century artistic out­
put in the former eastern territories of the Polish Common­
wealth, today in Lithuania, Byelorussia, and Ukraine. The 
sculpture of the Lvov circle, with Pinsel as its most out­
standing representative, is its most valuable manifestation 
among the visual arts. Its direct counterpart in architecture 
were the works of Bernard Meretyn but also those of Jan de 
Witte who worked contemporarily on the same territory, and 
the entire Wilno (Vilnius) school of architecture with its chief 
exponent Johann Christoph Glaubitz. This art, dramatically 
decimated owing to historical circumstances and not yet 
thoroughly investigated, proves that the culture of Central 
Europe reaches much farther to the east and north than is 
usually accepted. 
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